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Abstract
We solve two longstanding major problems in Free Probability. This is
achieved by generalising the theory to one with values in arbitrary commuta-
tive algebras. We prove the existence of the multi-variable S-transform, and
show that it is naturally realised as a faithful linear representation. Further,
we prove that in dimension one, the analog of the classical relation between
addition and multiplication of independent random variables holds for free
random variables, if the co-domain is an algebra over the rationals. In this
case the multiplicative problem can be reduced to the additive one, which is
not true in dimensions greater than one. Finally, we classify the groups which
arise as joint distributions of n-tuples of non-commutative random variables,
endowed with the free convolution product, which is the binary operation that
encodes the multiplication of free n-tuples.
1 Introduction
Free probability, which was originated by Voiculescu [21], is a non-commutative
probability theory with the central notion of freeness, instead of the well-known
concept of independence from classical probability.
In order to get a better understanding, let us illustrate both notions, which are
algebraic. Roughly speaking, a probability space can be thought of as given by two,
not-necessarily commutative, algebras A,B, over some unital ring k, and a k-linear
functional φ, which is unital, i.e. φ : AÑ B such that φp1Aq “ 1B. The elements of
A are called B-valued random variables.
However, φ will in general not respect the given multiplicative structure, but for
certain pairs of elements, it will do so. In classical probability, independence charac-
terises those elements whose product factorises with respect to the linear functional.
On the other hand, the property of freeness is related to the kernel of the linear
functional φ, and it requires certain products of elements of the kernel to remain
therein.
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Figure 1: The one-variable addition and multiplication problem for pairs of free non-
commutative random variables, in the moment picture, as solved by Voiculescu [21].
It is customary to associate to a random variable x P A an infinite, B-valued vector,
called its ‚-transform, up to specification of ‚, such as e.g. its distribution which
would be given by its moment series Mpxq P BN.
Voiculescu solved in the 1980s the one-dimensional addition and multiplication prob-
lem for free random variables. He introduced the binary operations, ‘V and bV ,
on the space of distributions, and showed that in each case the resulting structure
is that of an infinite-dimensional complex Lie group.
He overcame the implicit and unfamiliar nature of the definitions of his operations,
hardly accessible to direct computations, when he found two group isomorphisms
onto the set of one-variable formal power series with the usual operations, namely
addition and multiplication. These isomorphisms are called the RV -transform and
the SV -transform, respectively, and are shown in Fig. 1.
Since then, motivated by the classical case, the relation, if any, between the one-
dimensional additive and multiplicative convolution, remained open, cf. [18, 17].
Speicher [18], made the far-reaching discovery that an alternative, purely combina-
torial description of free probability can be given, with the central ingredients being
non-crossing partitions and free cumulants.
In the multi-variable case, the solutions to the addition and multiplication problem
were found by Speicher and Nica [18, 16, 17], based on the use of free cumulants.
Further, a transformation, which involves the free cumulants was introduced, and
which assigns a power series in n non-commuting variables with complex coefficients
to an n-tuple of non-commutative random variables. This map is called the R-
transform.
As with the one-dimensional case, they proved that the sets arising asR-transforms,
can be endowed with two binary operations which encode the addition and mul-
tiplication of free n-tuples of non-commutative random variables, such that they
become in general non-abelian groups. However, contrary to the original situation
for moments, they provided explicit and computable formulae for both operations,
and also gave explicit transformation rules between moments and free cumulants,
see Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The multi-variable addition and multiplication problem for n-tuples of free
random variables, in the free cumulant picture, as solved by Speicher and Nica [18,
16, 17].
In the additive case the group structure is simply the addition of the R-transforms,
and in the multiplicative case, it is given by the so-called boxed convolution of
the R-transforms, which involves summation over non-crossing partitions. Even
though this combinatorial operation is completely explicit and concrete, the desire
to find an isomorphism onto a well-known group with an explicit multiplication rule,
remained. This elusive isomorphism is commonly considered as the generalisation
of the S-transform.
Therefore, the problem of finding the higher-dimensional S-transform can be stated
as the problem of understanding the group structure arising from the boxed convo-
lution.
Mastanak and Nica [13, 14] approached this problem recently, by using Hopf al-
gebraic methods in order to study the boxed convolution. In the one-dimensional
case they establish, amongst other things, the connection with the Hopf algebra of
symmetric functions, but the higher-dimensional case still remains unclear.
The starting point for our investigations is the realisation of a surprising connection
between Witt vectors and Free Probability [5, 6], which suggests a more general,
categorical approach. Our main tool are affine group schemes, which we apply to
the generalisation of the usual theory.
Instead of the purely complex valued setting, we take as domain arbitrary algebras
over a commutative unital ring k, and as co-domain, arbitrary commutative algebras
over k. In the first place, this is possible, because the groups arising from the
combinatorial description are algebraic, i.e. defined by polynomials with integer
coefficients.
Generalisations of the complex-valued situation have already been earlier devel-
oped [21, 19], namely as the theory of “free products with amalgamation” (FPwA).
In that setting, one considers arbitrary, not-necessarily commutative, algebras, e.g.
operators, as target. This “doubly” non-commutative theory is however less under-
stood.
If we specialise FPwA to algebras over commutative algebras, then it reduces, as it
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is defined, to maps into the ground ring, which corresponds to a special case in our
framework. In particular, in the more general setting one has to take care of some
fine points, as e.g. the original notion of freeness has to be supplemented.
We give answers to all the questions mentioned above, so that the question marks
in Figures 1 and 2, can be removed.
A word concerning the style of this article is in place; it is written fairly self-
contained, with examples and explicit proofs, up to the point were the connection
with the relevant theorems in the literature is made.
Also, for the moment we leave out the generalisation of the analytic aspects, which
can be naturally incorporated into this framework, and further the discussion of
what is called “free probability of type B”, which simply corresponds to certain
rings with nilpotent elements.
Finally, we have to explain the choice of the title. “Almost commutative” is used
in different algebraic contexts, but it always expresses the fact that on a “scale of
non-commutativity” one might consider it as the “first” step away from the abelian
case. This will indeed become justified, after we have characterised the groups.
2 Preliminaries and examples
In the following we shall assume k to be at least a commutative ring with unit,
unless further specified. Let Set denote the category of sets, Grp the category of
groups, cRing the category of commutative unital rings, Algk the category of unital
k-algebras and cAlgk the category of commutative k-algebras. For R P cRing, we
denote by Rˆ the multiplicative group of units (invertible elements) of R.
Consider for an integer s ě 1, the alphabet rss :“ t1, . . . , su. A word w is a
finite sequence (string) pi1 . . . inq of elements ij P rss, called letters. The set of all
finite words over the alphabet rss, including the empty word H, is denote by rss˚.
We define rss˚` as rss
˚zH, and for n P N, let rss˚n :“ tw P rss
˚ | |w| ď nu and
prss˚`qn :“ tw P rss
˚
` | 1 ď |w| ď nu, respectively.
The set rss˚ is a monoid with the multiplication ˝ given by concatenation of words,
i.e. pi1 . . . inq ˝ pj1 . . . jmq :“ pi1 . . . inj1 . . . jmq, and unit 1, corresponding to the
empty word H. For n P Nˆ, the length |w| of a word w “ pi1 . . . inq is n and
otherwise |H| “ 0. The set rss˚ is countable and graded by word length.
Let us first discuss the non-commutative power series with commutative coef-
ficients.
For s ě 2 and R P cRing, we denote by Rxxz1, . . . , zsyy the set of all formal power
series in s non-commuting indeterminates tz1, . . . , zsu with coefficients in R, and by
Rxz1, . . . , zsy the respective non-commutative polynomials.
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To every word w “ pi1 . . . inq P t1, . . . su
n, n P Nˆ, corresponds a monomial
zw :“ zi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zin with ij P t1, . . . , su for j “ 1, . . . n,
and the empty word is associated with the unit, i.e. zH :“ 1R.
The degree of a monomial zw is degpzwq :“ |w|. A generic power series f “
fpz1, . . . , zsq, with coefficients in R, can be written as
fpz1, . . . zsq “
ÿ
wPrss˚
αwzw “ α0 `
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
i1,...,in“1
αi1,...,inzi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zin , (1)
where aw or api1...inq denotes the coefficient of zw. Alternatively, we shall use fw to
denote the coefficient corresponding to zw.
For s ě 2, the set Rxxz1, . . . , zsyy has a natural structure of a non-commutative
R-algebra. The R-module part is defined by component-wise addition and scalar
multiplication, and the product of two formal series f ¨ g is given by
pf ¨ gqw :“
ÿ
w1,w2Prss˚
w1˝w2“w
fw1 ¨R gw2. (2)
For a single letter alphabet, we obtain the set of one-variable commutative formal
power series Rrrzss and polynomials Rrzs, respectively.
We denote by R`xxz1, . . . , zsyy the set of power series without constant term,
which is a free R-module with point-wise addition and scalar multiplication.
Let us note that two other equivalent descriptions are as infinite strings or trees.
2.1 Group schemes
Let us recall basic facts from the theory of algebraic and formal groups. References
are [1, 8, 9, 11, 15].
Let C be a category. Every A P objpCq defines a functor hA : C Ñ Set by hA :“
HomCpA,´q. A functor F : C Ñ Set is called representable, if F is naturally
isomorphic to some hA, i.e. there exists a natural transformation τ : hA Ñ F . By
the Yoneda Lemma, this is equivalent to specifying an element a P F pAq and then
the pair pA, aq is said to represent F .
The general situation is now specialised to the category cAlgk.
Definition 2.1. A functor X : cAlgk Ñ Set, is called a k-functor. For A,R P
cAlgk, the functor h
A :“ HomcAlgkpA,´q, is denoted as SpeckpAq, and the set
SpeckpAqpRq, is called the spectrum of R.
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Definition 2.2. An affine k-scheme is a k-functor which is representable by some
SpeckpAq, i.e. naturally isomorphic. It is algebraic if the k-algebra A is finitely
generated, and connected if A is a local ring.
Definition 2.3. A k-functor G : cAlgk Ñ Grp, is called a k-group functor, and
G is an affine group scheme, if it is affine as a k-functor.
The elements in SpeckpAqpRq are k-algebra morphisms, i.e. for λ P k and x, y P A,
we have
ϕ : AÑ R, ϕpλxyq “ λϕpxqϕpyq and ϕp1Aq “ 1R.
If A is a Hopf algebra, an associative product can be defined on SpeckpAqpRq, called
the convolution product. For ϕ1, ϕ2 P SpeckpAqpRq, define
ϕ1 ˚ ϕ2 :“ µ ˝ pϕ1 b ϕ2q ˝∆,
as given by the sequence of maps
A
∆
ÝÝÝÑ A bk A
ϕ1bϕ2ÝÝÝÝÑ R bk R
µ
ÝÝÝÑ R.
The unit element for the convolution product is η ˝ ε, i.e. the composition of the
co-unit with the unit, as shown below
A
ε
ÝÝÝÑ k
η
ÝÝÝÑ A.
More generally the following duality holds:
Proposition 2.1 (cf. e.g. [1, 15, 22]). Hopf algebras over k and affine k-group
schemes are in bijective correspondence.
Example 2.1.
1. The additive group Ga is the functor R Ñ R, (additive group) R P cAlgk,
represented by the Hopf algebra krXs, with the co-product given by ∆pXq “
X b 1` 1bX .
2. Themultiplicative group Gm is the functor RÑ R
ˆ (multiplicative group),
R P cAlgk, represented by the Hopf algebra krX, Y s{pXY ´ 1q – krX,X
´1s,
with the co-product given by ∆pXq “ X bX .
For pG, µ, ιq an algebraic group with identity element eG, let A :“ krGs be its co-
ordinate algebra. A compatible co-algebra structure is then induced as follows:
• the co-unit or augmentation is given by
ε : krGs Ñ k, f ÞÑ fpeGq,
with k – kres being the affine variety corresponding to the group of one ele-
ment e,
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• the co-product by
∆ :“ µ˚ : krGs Ñ krGs bk krGs,
f ÞÑ
ÿ
gi b hi if fpxyq “
ÿ
gipxqhipyq, for x, y P G,
• the co-inverse or antipode by
S :“ ι˚ : krGs Ñ krGs, pι˚fqpxq “ pf ˝ ιqpxq “ fpx´1q for all x P G.
It follows from the group axioms that this defines the structure of a Hopf algebra
on krGs, and conversely, a Hopf algebra structure on krGs defines the structure of
an algebraic group on the variety G.
Definition 2.4. Let G be an affine group scheme. A homomorphism χ : GÑ Gm,
is called a character.
Definition 2.5. For H a Hopf algebra, the kernel of the co-unit kerpεq, is called the
augmentation ideal of H.
Generally, the following objects are in bijective correspondence:
Group G Hopf algebra H
Closed subgroups and Hopf ideals
Normal subgroups and kernels of morphisms
Characters and group-like elements
Definition 2.6. A pro-finite k-algebra A, is a topological k-algebra which sat-
isfies: A is decreasingly filtered by a family of ideals tJiuiPN, i.e. A Ą Ji Ą Ji`1,
i P N, such that A{Ji is both a discrete topological space and a finite k-algebra, and
the isomorphism
A – limÐÝ
iPN
A{Ji,
holds for the inverse limit.
Definition 2.7. An affine formal scheme, is a k-functor X, which is repre-
sentable by a pro-finite k-algebra A, and it is denoted as X “ SpecfkpAq.
Definition 2.8. A group object in the category of formal schemes is called a formal
group. A formal group G “ SpecfkpAq is smooth if A is isomorphic to a power
series algebra krrX1, . . . , Xnss.
The co-multiplication in a smooth formal group is described by a family of power
series. Namely, the coproduct ∆ : AÑ AbˆkA, is given by a set of n formal power se-
ries in 2n variables, F pX, Y q “ pF1pX, Y q, . . . , FnpX, Y qq, with X :“ pX1, . . . , Xnq,
Y :“ pY1, . . . , Ynq, and AbˆkA – krrX, Y ss, where bˆ denotes the completed tensor
product. In fact, this defines the structure of an n-dimensional formal group
law.
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More generally, let I be an arbitrary set and X “ pXiqiPI a family of commuting
indeterminantes Xi, indexed by I. Denote by n : I Ñ N (or equivalently m etc.)
any non-negative integer-valued function with finite support supppnq, i.e. with
npiq “ 0 for all but finitely many i P I.
Under the above assumptions, the following quantities are well-defined:
• |n| :“
ř
iPI npiq, the norm of the vector n,
• Xn :“
ś
iPsupppnqX
npiq
i , a monomial,
• the degree of a monomial Xn is degpXnq :“ |n|.
The ring of commuting formal power series RrrXi|i P Iss “ RrrXss, R P cRing,
is the set of all (infinite) formal sums with R-valued coefficients cn of the formÿ
n
cnX
n, cn P R.
RrrXi|i P Iss is a local ring with the unique maximal ideal m given by the set of
power series with zero constant term, i.e. cn “ 0, for |n| “ 0. Considered as an
R-module, it has the following direct sum decomposition:
RrrXi|i P Iss “ R ‘m.
Therefore, every smooth formal group is connected as A – krrX1, . . . , Xnss is an
n-dimensional local ring.
Definition 2.9. A formal group law over R P cRing, indexed by an (infinite) set
I, is an |I|-tuple of formal power series F “ pFiqiPI , FipX, Y q P RrrXi, Yi | i P Iss,
i P I, with
FipX, Y q “
ÿ
m,n
cm,npiqX
mY n, cm,npiq P R,
such that for all i P I, the following properties are satisfied:
1. FipX, 0q “ Xi and Fip0, Y q “ Yi.
2. For every m,n, and for almost all i P I, cm,npiq “ 0.
3. FipF pX, Y q, Zqq “ FipX,F pY , Zqq, for i P I.
4. F is commutative if FipX, Y q “ FipY ,Xq for all i P I.
The following remarks are in place: The first property in Definition (2.9) implies
that every Fi is of the form
FipX, Y q “ Xi ` Yi `
ÿ
|m|ě1
|n|ě1
cm,npiqX
mY n – Xi ` Yi modpdeg 2q.
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Therefore, only mixed terms in Xi and Yj appear in degree ě 2. It follows from
the first axiom that no constant term is involved, and so the substitution in 3. is
well-defined.
The first three axioms imply the existence of an inverse, cf. e.g. [8, 10]. Namely,
for a given F , there is a unique sequence ι “ pιℓqℓPI of power series ιℓpXq, such that
FℓpX, ιpXqq “ FℓpιpXq, Xq “ 0.
Let us now discuss the relation between Lie groups and Lie algebras in our
context. Instead of looking at the general picture, we shall restrict ourselves to the
specificities of formal group laws.
For simplicity, let I :“ Nˆ. As
FipX, Y q ” Xi ` Yi `
ÿ
k,lPNˆ
ciklXlYkloooooomoooooon
“:BipX,Y q
modpdeg 3q, (3)
the sum BipX, Y q defines a bilinear form, i.e. a sum of quadratic monomials in
X1, X2, X3, . . . and Y1, Y2, Y3, . . . .
A Lie algebra structure can be defined on RN
ˆ
, with the bracket r , s : RN
ˆ
ˆRN
ˆ
Ñ
RN
ˆ
, be given by
rX, Y s :“ BpX, Y q ´BpY ,Xq, (4)
where BpX, Y q :“ pB1pX, Y q, B2pX, Y q, . . . , BnpX, Y q, . . . q is the vector of bilinear
forms with the ith component being equal to Bi. In terms of the canonical basis
vectors ej :“ p0, . . . , 0, 1, 0 . . . q, it is given by
rej, eks “
8ÿ
i“1
pcijk ´ c
i
kjqei “ pc
1
jk ´ c
1
kj, c
2
jk ´ c
2
kj, c
3
jk ´ c
3
kj, . . . q . (5)
BpX, Y q is symmetric, i.e. BpX, Y q “ BpY ,Xq, iff the corresponding Lie algebra is
abelian.
Definition 2.10. The Lie algebra LpF q of the formal group law F pX, Y q, is
the Lie algebra defined in (4).
Let us recall the main theorems of Formal Lie Theory in a condensed form.
Theorem 2.2 (cf. e.g. [8, 9]). Let R be a Q-algebra, and F,G formal group laws
over R.
1. The formal groups F and G are isomorphic if and only if the Lie algebras
LpF q and LpGq are isomorphic, i.e. F – Gô LpF q – LpGq.
2. Let F be a commutative formal group law. Then
(a) LpF q “ 0, i.e. the Lie algebra is trivial, and
(b) F is isomorphic to the additive group law Gˆa, of dimension dimRpF q,
with
pGˆaqipX, Y q :“ Xi ` Yi for i P t1, . . . , dimRpF qu.
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2.2 The Hopf algebras Symm and AutpOq
Let us discuss two Hopf algebras, which are central to several mathematical objects,
cf. e.g. [4, 9, 10]. Their connections with Free Probability were discussed in [5, 6,
13, 14].
Let Λ : cRingÑ Grp be the functor:
ΛpRq :“ p1` zRrrzssqˆ “ tfpzq “ 1` a1z ` a2z
2 ` . . . | aj P Ru. (6)
The multiplication of the power series induces the structure of an abelian group,
with fpzq ” 1, as additive neutral element. Any ring homomorphism f : R Ñ R1
induces a morphism Λpfq of Abelian groups as follows:
Λpfqp1` a1t ` a2t
2 ` a3t
3 ` . . . q :“ 1` fpa1qt` fpa2qt
2 ` fpa3qt
3 ` . . . .
The group-valued functor (6) is known [9, 10] to be represented by the Z-algebra
Symm :“ Zrh˚s :“ Zrh1, h2, h3, . . . s , (7)
i.e. the polynomial ring in infinitely many commuting variables hn, n P N
ˆ, with
integer coefficients. Indeed, any homomorphism of unital rings ϕ : Symm Ñ R, is
uniquely determined by the values hn ÞÑ ϕphnq, which in turn determines a power
series
8ÿ
n“0
ϕphnqz
n P ΛpRq ,
where we used the convention h0 ” 1, and hence ϕph0q “ 1.
For k P cRing, let Symmk :“ Zrh˚s bZ k – krh1, h2, h3, . . . s.
The co-ordinate Hopf algebra structure on Symm is obtained from the group struc-
ture of Λ as follows. For an integer n ě 1, we have
• (unit) e : 1 ÞÑ h0 ” 1,
• (multiplication) µ : hi b hj ÞÑ hi ¨ hj,
• (co-unit) ε : hn ÞÑ 0,
• (co-multiplication) ∆ : hn ÞÑ
řn
j“0 hj b hn´j,
• (co-inverse) S : hn ÞÑ ´
řn´1
j“0 Sphjqhn´j with Sph0q “ 1.
If we assign to hi weight i, then Symm is a N-graded and connected Hopf algebra,
i.e.
Symm “
8à
n“0
Symmn,
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which is a direct sum of homogeneous abelian subgroups, satisfying Symm0 – Z,
and with Symmn being the span of the monomials in the hi’s of total weight n. It
is connected because the degree 0 part is of rank one.
The multiplication, co-multiplication and the antipode are compatible with the grad-
ing, i.e. we require
µpSymmm b Symmnq Ď Symmm`n,
∆pSymmnq Ď
nà
j“0
Symmj b Symmn´j ,
SpSymmnq Ď Symmn.
As Λ takes values in formal groups, it is the inverse limit of regular schemes, i.e.
Symm “ lim
ÐÝ
nPN
Zrh1, . . . , hns.
The pair
pZrh˚s, 1` h1t ` h2t
2 ` h3t
3 ` . . . q
represents Λ, with the natural transformation given by:
HomcRingpZrh
˚s, Rq Q f ÞÑ ΛpfqpHptqq “ 1`fph1qt`fpt2qt
2`fph3qt
3`¨ ¨ ¨ P ΛpRq,
for R P cRing, and Hptq :“ 1`h1t`h2t
2`h3t
3`¨ ¨ ¨ P ΛpZrh˚sq. The latter series is
the generating function for the power-sum symmetric functions (more precisely
its ghost components).
The second example we shall present, is the Faa` di Bruno Hopf algebra, cf.
e.g. [4], and also [6] and references therein. For A P cAlgk, let Arrzss “: OA be the
complete topological k-algebra of formal power series in an indeterminate z. For a
continuous k-algebra homomorphism ϕ, we have
ϕ
˜
8ÿ
n“0
anz
n
¸
“
8ÿ
n“0
anϕpz
nq “
8ÿ
n“0
anϕpzq
n ,
and it is completely determined by its value on the generator z. The set of auto-
morphisms of Arrzss, which is an infinite dimensional Lie group, has to be of the
form
AutpOAq :“ tϕpzq “ a1z ` a2z
2 ` a3z
3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ |a1 P A
ˆ, an P A, n ě 2u,
with the subgroup
Aut`pOAq :“ tϕpzq “ z ` a2z
2 ` a3z
3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ u,
consisting of automorphisms which have a unit tangent vector at the identity. The
group operation is given by the non-commutative composition of power series, i.e.
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for power series fpzq “ z ` a2z
2 ` a3z
3 ` . . . and gpzq “ z ` b2z
2 ` b3z
3 ` . . . ,
the composite is pg ˝ fqpzq :“ gpfpzqq. The induced Hopf algebra structure on the
co-ordinate ring krX1, X2, X3, . . . s is also called the Faa` di Bruno Hopf algebra,
although it appeared earlier in complex cobordism, cf. the remarks in [5]. It is a
graded connected Hopf algebra and it defines a pro-unipotent affine group scheme.
Its co-inverse or antipode is given in terms of the co-ordinate functions Xnpfq :“ an,
n P Nˆ, by
pSFdBXnqpfq :“ Xnpf
´1q, (8)
with f´1 denoting the inverse with respect to composition. It is known, cf. [4], that
it can be calculated by the Lagrange-Bu¨hrmann inversion formula, or in closed
form by the (generalised) Zimmermann forest formula.
3 Non-commutative k-probability spaces
Here we generalise basic notions from free probability to arbitrary commutative
rings. Classical references are [20, 17].
Let k be a commutative ring with unit and A an associative but not necessarily
commutative unital k-algebra.
For two algebras A,B P Algk, let HomkpA,Bq denote the set of k-linear maps
and Homk,1pA,Bq the subset of k-linear maps with the additional property that
1A ÞÑ 1B, which is called unital. We note that Homk,1pA,Bq is an affine subspace
of HomkpA,Bq.
Definition 3.1. A non-commutative R-valued k-probability space consists
of a pair pA, φq, with A P Algk and a fixed k-linear functional φ with values in
R P cAlgk, such that φp1Aq “ 1R.
The elements a P A are called non-commutative random variables.
Remark 3.1. Equally, we shall speak about a non-commutative R´k-probability
space, and so the usual theory corresponds to a non-commutative C´C-probability
space.
For a vector a “ pa1, . . . , asq P A
s, s P Nˆ, and a word w “ pi1 . . . inq P rss
˚, let
aw :“ ai1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ain and aH :“ 1A.
Definition 3.2. The s-dimensional distribution or law of φ, with values in R,
is the map
µ : As Ñ Homk,1pkxz1, . . . , zsy, Rq,
which assigns to every s-tuple a :“ pa1, . . . , asq a k-linear functional such that
µpa1,...,asq : kxz1, . . . , zsy Ñ R, (9)
zw ÞÑ µpa1,...,asqpawq :“ φpawq @w P rss
˚ .
µpa1,...,anq is called the R-valued distribution of the s-tuple pa1, . . . , asq.
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Definition 3.3. The joint moments of order |w| of a, are the values
mwpawq :“ φpawq “ µpa1,...,asqpawq P R. (10)
The M-transform gives the joint moment series
M : As Ñ R`xxz1, . . . , zsyy, (11)
defined as
Mpa1,...,asqpz1, . . . , zsq :“
ÿ
wPrss˚
|w|ě1
mwpawqzw. (12)
Proposition 3.2. Let pA, φq be a non-commutative R ´ k-probability space. Any
ϕ P HomcAlgkpR,R
1q induces an R1-valued non-commutative k-probability space, with
the unital linear functional φ1 given as the push-forward by ϕ, as in
A
φ //
φ1“ϕ˚φ   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
R
ϕ

R1
Example 3.1.
Let pX,OXq be a sheaf of k-algebras. For A P Algk define any unital k-linear
functional
φ :“ φX : AÑ OXpXq.
This induces a family of non-commutative pOXpUq ´ kq-probability spaces, indexed
by the open sets U Ă X , with φU : AÑ OpUq given by φU “ ρ
X
U ˝ φX .
4 Free k-cumulants
References for this section are [12, 16, 17, 18].
4.1 Non-crossing partitions
Definition 4.1. Let S be a finite set. A partition π of S is a collection π :“
tV1, . . . , Vru of non-empty, pairwise disjoint subsets Vi Ă S, i “ 1, . . . , r, called the
blocks of π, with union S, i.e. S “
šr
i“1 Vi.
The number of blocks in a given partition π is denote by |π|. We shall write PpSq
for the set of all partitions of S, and for S “ t1, . . . , nu we use Ppnq.
On the set rns :“ t1, . . . , nu, we define an equivalence relation „π as follows: for
1 ď p, q ď n, let
p „π q : ô Di : p, q P Vi, i.e. p, q are in the same block Vi of π.
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Definition 4.2. A partition π of S “ t1, . . . , nu is called crossing if there exist
p1 ă q1 ă p2 ă q2 in S such that p1 „π p2, q1 „π q2 but p2 π q1. If π is not
crossing then is called non-crossing. The subset of all non-crossing partitions of
rns is denoted by NCpnq.
The set NCpnq is partially ordered, i.e. a poset, by the reversed refinement
order, which gives it also a lattice structure. For two partitions π, σ P NCpnq, we
write σ ď π, if every block of σ is contained in some block of π. The maximal
element is given by the partition
1n “ tp1, . . . , nqu,
and the minimal element by
0n “ tp1q, . . . , pnqu.
Definition 4.3. Let pS,ďq be a partially ordered finite set and p, q P S. The element
p_ q :“ mintt P S | p ď t and q ď tu
is called the join of p and q, if it exists.
The notion of non-crossing partition originated with Kreweras [12], and it can be
generalised to any finite, totally ordered set. He also gave the following construction,
which has no counterpart in the general case.
Introduce an additional ordered set rns :“ t1, . . . , nu, and denote by NCpnq all non-
crossing partitions of rns. Equally, define the ordered set rn, ns :“ t1, 1, . . . , n, nu
and let NCpn, nq be the set of all non-crossing partitions of rn, ns.
Definition 4.4. Let π P NCpnq be a non-crossing partition. The Kreweras com-
plement Kpπq of π, is the maximal non-crossing partition Kpπq P NCpnq such that
π YKpπq P NCpn, nq.
By identifying NCpnq with NCpnq, the Kreweras complement Kp´q induces a bijec-
tion
K : NCpnq Ñ NCpnq,
which is has no fixed points for n ě 2, i.e. π ‰ Kpπq for all π P NCpnq. For every
integer n ě 1, it satisfies the relation [12]:
|π| ` |Kpπq| “ n ` 1 for all π P NCpnq. (13)
Remark 4.1. For π P NCpnq, the partition K2pπq has the same block structure as
π and it can be obtained from π by a global cyclic permutation.
Example 4.1.
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We list the non-crossing partitions for n “ 1, . . . , 4, with the subscript denoting an
enumeration, and the corresponding Kreweras complement, indicated by an arrow,
e.g. 4 Ñ 9, means that the Kreweras complement of the partition number 4 is the
partition number 9.
n “ 1
p1q1
1Ñ 1
n “ 2
p12q1
p1|2q2
1Ñ 2, 2Ñ 1
n “ 3
p123q1
p1|23q2 p12|3q3 p13|2q4
p1|2|3|q5
1Ñ 5, 2Ñ 4, 3Ñ 2, 4Ñ 3, 5Ñ 1
n “ 4
p1234q1
p1|234q2 p134|2q3 p124|3q4 p123|4q5 p12|34q6 p14|23q7
p1|2|34q8 p1|23|4q9 p12|3|4q10 p1|24|3q11 p14|2|3q12 p13|2|4q13
p1|2|3|4q14
1Ñ 14, 2Ñ 12, 3Ñ 10, 4Ñ 9, 5Ñ 8, 6Ñ 11, 7Ñ 13
8Ñ 4, 9Ñ 3, 10Ñ 2, 11Ñ 7, 12Ñ 5, 13Ñ 6, 14Ñ 1
4.2 Free cumulants and combinatorial freeness
Let pA, φq be a non-commutative R ´ k-probability space.
Definition 4.5. The R-valued free cumulants κn, are a family of k-multilinear
functionals κn : A
n Ñ R, n P N, which are recursively defined by the moment-
cumulant formula:
κ1pa1q :“ φpa1q, and φpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “
ÿ
πPNCpnq
κπra1, . . . , ans, n ě 2 (14)
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where for π “ tV1, . . . , Vru P NCpnq, we define
κπra1, . . . , ans :“
rź
j“1
κVj ra1, . . . , ans, (15)
using the notation
kV ra1, . . . , ans :“ kmpav1 , . . . , avmq
for the restriction to a block V “ pv1, . . . , vmq Ă rns, with m “ |V | ď n.
If we define, by abuse of notation, knpaq :“ knpa, . . . , aq, then the resulting series
pknpaqqnPN is called the R-valued free cumulants series of a, or just the R-free
cumulants of a. This can be generalised to several variables.
Definition 4.6. Let a “ pa1, . . . , asq P A
s, s ě 1. The R-transform with values
in R P cAlgk, is the map R : A
s Ñ R`xxz1, . . . , zsyy which assigns to every a the
formal power series Rpaq in s non-commuting variables tz1, . . . , zsu, given by
Rpaq :“ Ra1,...,aspz1, . . . , zsq :“
8ÿ
n“1
sÿ
i1,...,in“1
κnpai1 , . . . , ainqzi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zin (16)
“
ÿ
|w|ě1
κ|w|pawqzw.
It is important to note that formula (14) leads to polynomial expressions with
integer coefficients when explicitly written out, cf. [17], p. 176.
Example 4.2.
Let us list the relations between the free cumulants and the moments for n “ 1, 2, 3:
n “ 1 : κ1pa1q “ φpa1q,
n “ 2 : κ1pa1, a2q “ φpa1a2q ´ φpa1qφpa2q,
n “ 3 : κ1pa1, a2, a3q “ φpa1a2a3q ´ φpa1qφpa2a3q ´ φpa1a2qφpa3q ´ φpa1a3qφpa2q `
2φpa1qφpa2qφpa3q.
As with the complex valued case [17], one proves the following
Proposition 4.2. Let pA, φq be a non-commutative R ´ k-probability space. For
n ě 2, and arbitrary a1, . . . , an P A, the following holds: κnpa1, . . . , anq “ 0 if there
exists 1 ď i ď n such that ai P k1A.
Basically, the free cumulants measure how much the fixed k-linear functional φ fails
to be a k-algebra morphism, as was observed in [17].
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Definition 4.7. Let pA, φq be an non-commutative R ´ k-probability space and
M1, . . . ,Mn Ă A. The subsets M1, . . . ,Mn are said to have vanishing mixed
cumulants if
κmpa1, . . . , amq “ 0,
whenever a1 P Mi1 , . . . , am P Mim and there exist indices 1 ď s ă t ď m, such that
is ‰ it.
Now we give a definition of freeness which is required in a general setting.
Definition 4.8. Let pA, φq be a non-commutative R ´ k-probability space. The
subsets M1, . . . ,Mn Ă A are called combinatorially free if they have vanishing
mixed cumulants.
An adapted version of Voiculescu’s original definition of freeness is
Definition 4.9. Let pA, φq be a non-commutative k-probability space with values in
k. Further, let I be an arbitrary non-empty index set and pAiqiPI a collection of
unital subalgebras, i.e. 1A P Ai Ă A, i P I.
The family pAiqiPI is freely independent with respect to φ if
φpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “ 0,
given that
1. aj P Aij for 1 ď j ď n,
2. aj P kerpφq for 1 ď j ď n, and
3. ij ‰ ij`1 for 1 ď j ă n, i.e. consecutive factors aj and aj`1 are from different
subalgebras.
A collection of subsets Xi Ă A, or elements ai P A, i P I, is called free if the family
of subalgebras Ai generated by t1Au YXi, respectively t1A, aiu, is free.
Sometimes we shall refer to the above definition as classical freeness.
Lemma 4.3. Let a P A be any element in a non-commutative k´k-probability space
pA, φq. The pair consisting of p1A, aq or p0A, aq is free.
Proof. The k-algebra generated by 1A is k ¨ 1A and the only element x it contains
such that φpxq “ 0, is 0A. But any product of elements in A containing 0A is zero,
and therefore in the kernel of φ.
The second case follows from the definition of freeness, as we consider the unital
subalgebra generated by an element, and therefore t1Au and t1A, 0Au generate the
same algebra, and so we are in the situation of the first one.
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The following is based on the polynomial nature of the moment-cumulant formula.
Proposition 4.4. Let pA, φq be a non-commutative R ´ k-probability space and
M1, . . . ,Mn Ă A combinatorially free subsets. For any ϕ P HomcAlgkpR,R
1q the
above subsets are also combinatorially free in the non-commutative R1´k probability
space pA, φ1q with
φ1 :“ ϕ˚φ “ ϕ ˝ φ and κ
1
n “ ϕ˚κn “ ϕ ˝ κn.
Proof. This follows from the definitions and the properties of a ring homomorphism.
The relation between the two notions of freeness is clarified next. In a more general
setting they are not identical as we cannot a priori centre the random variables, as
was first observed in [2, 3].
Proposition 4.5. We have
1. Let A1, . . . ,An Ă A be combinatorially free unital subalgebras of an R-valued
non-commutative k-probability space pA, φq. Then they are also classically
free, i.e. for all m ě 1
φpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ amq “ 0,
whenever a1 P Ai1, . . . , am P Aim with i1 ‰ i2, . . . , im´1 ‰ im and φpaiq “ 0.
2. For any k-valued non-commutative k-probability space, i.e. φ : AÑ k, classi-
cal and combinatorial freeness are equivalent.
Proof. In order to show 1., we can apply the argument from [17], as every unital
ring is a Z-module, as Z1R is in the centre of R.
Let aj P Aij , for j “ 1, . . . , m, with subsequent indices being different, i.e. i1 ‰
i2, . . . , im´1 ‰ im and φpajq “ 0 for every j “ 1, . . . , m.
In order to have freeness, we need to show that φpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ amq “ 0. By formula (14)
we have φpa1 . . . amq “
ř
πPNCpmq κπra1, . . . , ams but then every summand vanishes
as every product κπra1, . . . , ams “
ś
V Pπ κV ra1, . . . , vms contains a factor equal to 0.
Namely, if a partition π “ pV1, . . . , Vrq contains a block Vi “ pvlq for a i “ 1, . . . , r
and an l “ 1, . . . , m, i.e. which consists of a single element, then κ1palq “ φpalq “ 0
by assumption and the respective product (15) is zero.
If it contains no block consisting of a single element then there must be at least
one block having a minimum of two consecutive elements, i.e. of the form Vi “
p. . . vl, vl`1, . . . q. But then by assuming freeness, Avl ‰ Avl`1 and therefore the
mixed cumulants have to vanish, again by assumption on combinatorial freeness.
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To show 2., we can use the “centering trick”, i.e. consider random variables of the
form
a´ φpaqlomon
Pk
1A
which satisfy φpa´φpaq1Aq “ φpaq´φpaq1k “ 0 as φ is k-linear and unital. Therefore
the proof in [[17] Thm. 11.16, p.183] carries over.
In summary, we have:
• For φ : A Ñ k: combinatorially free ô free, as we can centre the random
variables.
• For φ : AÑ R: combinatorial freeness ñ free, but not the other way round.
The following is useful for generalisations.
Definition 4.10. Let pA, φq be a non-commutative R ´ k-probability space and
M1, . . . ,Mn Ă A (combinatorially) free subsets. Given R
1 P cAlgk and ϕ P HomcAlgkpR
1, Rq,
a (combinatorially) free lift or lifting of φ, is a unital k-linear map φ1 : AÑ R1
such that M1, . . . ,Mn Ă A remain combinatorially free with respect to φ and φ
1˝ϕ “
φ, i.e. such that
R1
ϕ

A
φ //
φ1
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
R
commutes.
5 Addition and multiplication of combinatorially
free random variables
In this section we shall not only give a generalisation of the theory established
in [16, 17, 18] but also extend it further, including the moment picture. Also, where
suitable, we shall adapt some of the original proofs of [17] to the present situation.
The n-fold direct product An “
śn
i“1A of a k-algebra A P Algk with itself is,
with component-wise operations, an associative but not necessarily commutative
k-algebra. For a “ pa1, . . . , anq, b “ pb1, . . . , bnq P A
n, and λ P k, we have
a` b :“ pa1 ` b1, . . . , an ` bnq,
a ‹ b :“ pa1 ¨ b1, . . . , an ¨ bnq,
λ ¨ a :“ pλ ¨ a1, . . . , λ ¨ anq.
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On the other hand, the set kxxz1, . . . , znyy is a k-module, and besides the usual non-
commutative multiplicative structure (2), one might also endow it with a commu-
tative monoid structure given by term-wise multiplication, also called Hadamard
multiplication.
In general, the moment map (11) does not preserve any of the above algebraic
structures, e.g. in the additive case we would have
Mpa` bq ‰Mpaq `Mpbq,
and in the multiplicative case
Mpa ‹ bq ‰Mpaq ¨Mpbq.
But, for a non-commutative R ´ k-probability space pA, φq the following holds.
Proposition 5.1. Let M1,M2 Ă A be free subsets. For every n ě 1, n-tuples
a “ pa1, . . . , anq PM
n
1 and b “ pb1, . . . , bnq P M
n
2 , we have
κnpa` bq “ κnpaq `R κnpbq. (17)
Proof. If we expand the expressions κnpa1 ` b1, . . . , an ` bnq by using the multi-
linearity, we get a sum of 2n terms. These can be bijectively mapped onto a binary
tree of height n which represents words of length n over the alphabet ta, bu. Exactly
two of these words consist entirely of a’s or b’s and all the others contain both letters.
These correspond to mixed cumulants and have therefore to vanish according to our
assumptions. So, the remaining sum is precisely κnpa1, . . . , anq ` κnpb1, . . . , bnq,
which proves the claim.
Proposition 5.2. Let M1,M2 Ă A be free subsets. For every n ě 1, n-tuples
a “ pa1, . . . , anq PM
n
1 and b “ pb1, . . . , bnq P M
n
2 , we have
κnpa1b1, . . . , anbnq “
ÿ
πPNCpnq
κπras ¨R κKpπqrbs, (18)
where Kpπq denotes the Kreweras complement of π.
In order to prove the above, we need
Lemma 5.3. Let pA, φq be a non-commutative k-probability space and a1, . . . , an P
A. For m ď n, let 1 ď j1 ă j2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jm “ n, and consider the partition
σ P NCpnq, defined as:
σ :“ tt1, . . . , j1u, tj1 ` 1, . . . , j2u, . . . , tjm´1 ` 1, . . . , jmuu .
Then the following product formula holds:
κnpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aj1, aj1`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aj2 , . . . , ajm´1`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ajmq “
ÿ
πPNCpnq
π_σ“1n
κπra1, . . . , ans.
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Proof. Cf. [17], p.180.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. It follows from Lemma 5.3 that the left side of equa-
tion (18) is equal to ÿ
πPNCp2nq
π_σ“12n
κπra1, b1, a2, . . . , bn´1, an, bns,
where σ is the partition of the set r2ns into pairs of successive elements, i.e. σ :“
tp1, 2q, . . . , p2n ´ 1, 2nqu and _ is the join. As mixed cumulants vanish, only those
terms contribute which are indexed by non-crossing partitions π, which are a union
of a non-crossing partition πa of ta1, a2, . . . , anu and a non-crossing partition πb of
tb1, b2, . . . , bnu. The condition π_σ “ 12n for such a partition π is equivalent to πb “
Kpπaq, in which case the above sum becomes exactly the sum in equation (18).
The following statements involve the operation of the “boxed convolution b”, which
is introduced in Section 5.1, Definition 5.4. The essence is that for certain subsets,
namely the (combinatorially) free ones, we get maps respecting the given algebraic
structures.
Proposition 5.4. Let pA, φq be a non-commutative R ´ k-probability space. The
R-transform is a morphism
R : As Ñ R`xxz1, . . . , zsyy,
for those a “ pa1, . . . , asq, b “ pb1, . . . , bsq P A
s, for which the sets ta1, . . . , asu and
tb1, . . . , bsu are combinatorially free, i.e. we have
• in the additive case
Rpa` bq “ Rpaq `R Rpbq, (19)
• in the multiplicative case
Rpa ‹ bq “ RpaqbRpbq. (20)
As both, the moment- and cumulant series take their values in the same set of non-
commutative power series, one should consider them as two different co-ordinate
systems. In order to relate them, one has to consider a special distribution first.
Definition 5.1. The Zeta distribution is the linear functional corresponding to
1A “ p1A, . . . , 1Aq, cf. (9). It is the unit with respect to component-wise multiplica-
tion.
The Zeta function Zetapz1, . . . , zsq, is the moment series of 1A, given by the power
series with all its coefficients equal to 1R, i.e.
Zetas :“ Zetapz1, . . . , zsq :“Mp1A,...,1Aqpz1, . . . , zsq “
ÿ
|w|ě1
1Rzw .
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As in [17], we have
Proposition 5.5 (Moment-cumulant formula). The Zeta function induces a bijec-
tion between the free cumulant and the free moment series by right translation, i.e.
by b-multiplication from the right. For any a P As, we have
Rpaqb Zetas “Mpaq, (21)
i.e.
As
R-transform
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
M-transform
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
R`xxz1, . . . , zsyy
bZeta // R`xxz1, . . . , zsyy
commutes.
Definition 5.2. The Mo¨bius function, Moebs :“ Moebpz1, . . . , zsq, is the inverse
to Zetas with respect to b, i.e.
Moebs b Zetas “ Zetas bMoebs “ z1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` zs.
The above discussion shows that also in the case of moments we have algebraic mor-
phisms, as there exist the two binary operations ‘V and bV on the setR`xxz1, . . . , zsyy.
Proposition 5.6. Let pA, φq be a non-commutative R´ k-probability space. If a “
pa1, . . . , asq, b “ pb1, . . . , bsq P A
s are such that the sets ta1, . . . , asu and tb1, . . . , bsu
are combinatorially free, then the M-transform defines algebraic morphisms
M : As Ñ R`xxz1, . . . , zsyy,
i.e. we have
• in the additive case
Mpa` bq “Mpaq‘V Mpbq, (22)
• in the multiplicative case
Mpa ‹ bq “MpaqbV Mpbq. (23)
The relation between ` and ‘V , and between b and bV , respectively, is given by
‘V “ p‚1 b Moebs` ‚2 bMoebsqb Zetas,
and
bV “ ‚1 b Moebs b‚2,
with ‚i, i “ 1, 2, denoting the first and the second argument (in moment co-
ordinates), respectively.
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Proof. This follows from the moment-cumulant formula, by using the identity (21),
Definition 5.2 and Proposition 5.4.
Remark 5.7. It is important to point out that the above is not a tautology. Namely,
if we had directly used the definition of freeness, we would have eventually found these
statements, as Voiculescu did in the one-variable case [20]. However, by using the
combinatorial approach via free cumulants, one arrives naturally at these results.
5.1 The operation of boxed convolution
First we introduce two functionals on power series in non-commuting variables with
commutative coefficients. Let R P cAlgk, s P N and w P rss
˚. The projection Xw
onto the wth component is defined by
Xw : Rxxz1, . . . , zsyy Ñ R , f ÞÑ Xwpfq :“ aw, (24)
which R-linearly assigns to a power series f its wth coefficient aw. Equally, for a
word w “ pi1 . . . inq, we may write Xpi1...inq.
Next, we define a restriction operator. Let π “ pV1, . . . , Vrq P NCpnq be a non-
crossing partition which is composed of r ě 1 blocks, with Vj “ pv1, . . . , vmq Ď rns,
and consider a word w “ pi1 . . . inq such that 1 ď v1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă vm ď n.
The restriction of w onto Vj, is given by
w|Vj :“ pi1 . . . inq|Vj :“ piv1 . . . ivmq P t1, . . . , su
m.
Example 5.1.
Let n “ 7 and V “ t1347u, which corresponds to m “ 4. Then we have
pi1 . . . i7q|V “ pi1 ‚2 i3i4 ‚5 ‚6i7q “ pi1i3i4i7q,
where ‚j indicates that the jth position has been deleted.
Definition 5.3. Let f P R`xxz1, . . . , zsyy, w be a word and π P NCpnq, both as
above. There exists an operator Xw|π : R`xxz1, . . . , zsyy Ñ R, given by
Xw,πpfq :“
ź
VjPπ
Xw|Vjpfq , (25)
with Xw|Vj as in (24), and the product taken in R with respect to ¨R. The comple-
mentary operator Xw,Kpπq is obtained by replacing the non-crossing partition π by
its Kreweras complement Kpπq.
The degree of the operator Xw,π, corresponding to the monomial Xw|V1 ¨ ... ¨Xw|Vr ,
is defined as the number of blocks in the partition π, i.e.
degpXw,πq :“ degpXw|V1 ¨ ... ¨Xw|Vrq “ r “ |π|. (26)
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Example 5.2.
For w “ pi1, . . . , i7q and π “ tt1, 7u, t2, 3, 5u, t4u, t6uu, we have according to (25):
Xpi1,...,i7q,πpfq “ Xpi1i7qpfq ¨Xpi2i3i5qpfq ¨Xpi4qpfq ¨Xpi6qpfq,
and so, degpXpi1,...,i7q,πq “ 4.
Lemma 5.8. The operator Xw,π is not R-linear.
Proof. Let f, g P R`xxz1, . . . , zsyy be arbitrary. By (25), we then have:
Xw,πpf ` gq “
ź
VjPπ
Xw|Vjpf ` gq “
ź
VjPπ
`
Xw|Vjpfq `Xw|Vjpgq
˘
(27)
‰
ź
VjPπ
Xw|Vjpfq `
ź
VjPπ
Xw|Vjpgq “ Xw,πpfq `Xw,πpgq.
where “ ‰ ” in the last line, holds in general.
Now, we are ready to introduce the main object of this study. Originally it was
derived from the expressions governing the multiplication of free random variables,
as it appeared in Proposition 5.2.
Definition 5.4. Let R P cAlgk. The boxed convolution b, is a binary operation
R`xxx1, . . . , xsyy ˆR`xxx1, . . . , xsyy Ñ R`xxx1, . . . , xsyy, (28)
pf, gq ÞÑ f b g,
which for every word w “ pi1, . . . , inq, and integer n ě 1, satisfies:
Xwpf b gq “
ÿ
πPNCp|w|q
Xw,πpfq ¨R Xw,Kpπqpgq (29)
“
ÿ
πPNCp|w|q
Xpi1,...,inq,πpfq ¨R Xpi1,...,inq,Kpπqpgq.
Remark 5.9. The operation (29) is given explicitly which yields universal polynomi-
als with integer coefficients, completely determined by the underlying combinatorics.
The calculation of a coefficient in (29) of degree |w| depends strictly on the coeffi-
cients of terms of degree ď |w|.
Let us note that it follows from Proposition 5.6 that the same is true for the op-
erations ‘V and bV , defined for moment series. In the one-dimensional case, we
recover the polynomials originally described by Voiculescu, cf. [21].
Proposition 5.10. The operation b has the following properties.
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1. The boxed convolution is associative.
2. The operation does not distribute in general over point-wise addition, i.e.
for f, f˜ , g P R`xxx1, . . . , xsyy, we have
pf ` f˜qb g ‰ f b g ` f˜ b g . (30)
3. For s “ 1, it is always commutative, and for s ě 2, non-commutative, in
general.
Proof. 1. Associativity can be shown in two different ways. Either, by transferring
the associativity from the ring structure on As via freeness and the properties of the
free cumulants or alternatively, in a purely combinatorial way; for both approaches,
cf. [17], p. 275.
2. In order to have distributivity, the definition in (29) requires Xw,π to be R-linear.
However, by Lemma 5.8 this is not the case.
3. We can write (29) in the form
Xwpf b gq “
`
Xw,1|w| ¨Xw,0|w| `Xw,0|w| ¨Xw,1|w|
˘
`
ÿ
pairs i
`
Xw,πipfq ¨R Xw,Kpπiqpgq `Xw,Kpπiqpfq ¨R Xw,K2pπiqpgq
˘
`Xw,πpfq ¨R Xw,Kpπqpgq, additionally, if |NCp|w|q| is odd,
where the sum on the right-hand is over pairs of summands if the number of non-
crossing partitions is even, and if it is odd, which happens for |w| “ 2ℓ ´ 1, ℓ P Nˆ,
then there is one additional unpaired summand, as shown in the last line of the
above expression.
The first pair is always symmetric and if we have an odd number of non-crossing par-
titions, then the expression can not be symmetric, as the Kreweras complementation
map has no fixed point.
Therefore let us consider the even case. So, b is symmetric if Xw,π “ Xw,K2pπq holds
for all words w and partitions π. By Remark 4.1 we know that π and K2pπq have
the same block structure but differ by a cyclic permutation. Therefore, only words
which are invariant under such a permutation give symmetric contributions.
For words over an alphabet consisting of a single letter, i.e. for s “ 1, this is always
true and therefore commutativity follows.
For the general case, let us consider an alphabet consisting of at least two letters,
e.g., ta, bu, and the following partition for n ě 3:
π0 :“ pp1q, p2, . . . , nqq,
and so
Kpπ0q “ pp1, nq, p2q, . . . , pn´ 1qq and K
2pπ0q “ pp1, . . . , n´ 1q, pnqq.
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For a word ab . . . bloomoon
n-letters
, n even, and ab . . . aloomoon
n-letters
, n odd, we get
n π0 K
2pπ0q
even a|b . . . b a . . . a|b
odd a|b . . . a a . . . b|a
(31)
in which case Xw,π0 ‰ Xw,K2pπ0q, i.e. for s ě 2 the boxed convolution is not commu-
tative in general.
If we use infinite vectors, indexed by words, instead of non-commutative power
series, the b-multiplication of two such vectors pa1, . . . , as, . . . q and pb1, . . . , bs, . . . q,
takes for the first s entries, according to (29), the form
pa1, . . . , as, . . . qb pb1, . . . , bs, . . . q “ pa1 ¨ b1, . . . , as ¨ bs, . . . q, (32)
further with the unit given by the sequence
p1R, . . . , 1Rloooomoooon
s-times
q :“ p1R, . . . , 1Rloooomoooon
s-times
, 0, 0, 0, . . . q,
and the b-inverse of a vector pr1, . . . , rs, . . . q with ri P R
ˆ, for i P rss, by an
expression of the form
pr´11 , . . . , r
´1
s , . . . q. (33)
6 The affine group schemes
6.1 The groups associated to the boxed convolution
Here we introduce several functors from cAlgk to Set of a special form. For an
integer s ě 1, let
M
s,Gs, ¨ ¨ ¨ : cAlgk Ñ Set
R ÞÑ Rrss
˚
, Rrss
˚
` , . . .
be maps from commutative k-algebras into the set of (infinite) strings over the
algebra, indexed by (arbitrary) words over the alphabet rss, or equivalently, non-
commutative power series in s non-commuting indeterminates.
The natural morphisms are defined as follows: for ϕ P HomcAlgkpR,R
1q, we have
Mpϕq : pαwq ÞÑ pϕpαwqq, with aw P R, and equivalently for G
s, etc.
We let
M
spRq :“
 ÿ
|w|ě1
αwzw | αw P R,w P rss
˚
(
– Rrss
˚
` ,
G
spRq :“ tpr1, . . . , rs, . . . , rw, . . . q | ri P R
ˆ, i P rss, rw P R, |w| ě 2u,
G
s
`pRq :“ tp11, . . . , 1s, . . . , rw, . . . q | rw P R, |w| ě 2u,
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and the finite-dimensional restrictions (truncations) of MspRq, GspRq and Gs`pRq,
respectively. For n ě 1, we have
pMsqnpRq :“
 ÿ
1ď|w|ďn
αwzw
(
,
pGsqnpRq :“
 ÿ
1ď|w|ďn
αwzw |αi P R
ˆ for i “ 1, . . . , s
(
,
pGs`qnpRq :“
 ÿ
1ď|w|ďn
αwzw | αi “ 1R for i “ 1, . . . , s
(
.
For an integer n ě 1, let prn : G
s Ñ pGsqn denote the natural truncations.
Conversely, let ιn : pG
sqn ãÑ G
s denote the natural embeddings such thatÿ
1ď|w|ďn
αwzw ÞÑ
ÿ
1ď|w|
αwzw, with αw “ 0 for |w| ą n.
For every integer n ě 1, we have the strict inclusions of sets
pGs`qnpRq Ĺ pG
sqnpRq Ĺ pM
sqnpRq,
and
G
s
`pRq Ĺ G
spRq ĹMspRq,
respectively.
Proposition 6.1. For s P Nˆ, R P cAlgk and the binary operation b, the following
holds:
1. pMspRq,`q is, with component-wise addition, an abelian group, and additive
neutral element 0MspRq, the series with all coefficients being equal to zero.
2. pMspRq,bq is an associative multiplicative monoid, with unit the polynomial
1MspRq “ 1Rz1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` 1Rzs.
3. pMspRq,`,bq, is an associative and not distributive unital ring. For s ě 2,
it is not commutative.
4. GspRq is a group with neutral element 1GspRq “ 1Rz1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` 1Rzs.
For s “ 1, it is abelian and for s ě 2, non-abelian.
Remark 6.2. In order to simplify notation, we shall also use fw :“ Xwpfq, fw,π :“
Xw,πpfq and fw,Kpπq :“ Xw,Kpπqpfq.
Proof. 1. This follows from the general properties of arbitrary power series with
coefficients in a commutative ring.
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2. Associativity was shown in Proposition 5.10, Point 1. First we show that 1MspRq is
a unit. For |w| ě 1, it follows form (29), that p1MspRqbfqw “ p1MspRqqw,0|w| ¨fw,1|w| “
fw, with p1MspRqqw,0|w| “ 1R, and 0|w| being the Kreweras complement of 1|w|; the
other contributions are zero. Similarly, for pfb1MspRqqw “ fw,1|w| ¨p1MspRqqw,0|w| “ fw,
and all other contributions being again zero. Uniqueness is then proved as usual.
3. This follows directly from Proposition 5.10 and the second statement in the
present proposition.
4. The form of the unit is clear. The property of being abelian or non-abelian,
respectively, was already shown in Proposition 5.10, point 3. It remains to show the
existence of an inverse, which will be done in Proposition 6.12.
For every s ě 1, the family ppGsqi, prijq, indexed by the directed set pN,ďq, is an
inverse system of functors, with the natural restriction homomorphisms
prij : pG
sqj Ñ pG
sqi, i ď j,
satisfying
• prii “ idGsi , i P N, and
• prik “ prij ˝ prjk, i ď j ď k.
Definition 6.1. An algebraic group scheme is called an n-torus if it is isomorphic
to Gnm – Gm ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGmloooooooomoooooooon
n´times
for some n P N.
So, for R P cAlgk, we have G
n
mpRq –
śn
i“1R
ˆ, with component-wise multiplication.
Proposition 6.3. For all s P Nˆ, R P cAlgk, and the binary operation b, the
following holds:
1. GspRq is a group, which is the semi-direct product of the normal sub-
group Gs`pRq and the s-torus pG
sq1pRq – G
s
mpRq, i.e.
G
spRq “ Gs1pRq ˙ pG
s
`qpRq.
Equivalently, the exact sequence
0R // G
s
mpRq
ι // GspRq
p // Gs`pRq // 1R .
holds.
2. GspRq and Gs`pRq are groups, filtered in ascending order by the subgroups
pGsqnpRq and pG
s
`qnpRq, respectively, i.e.
@n : pGsqnpRq Ĺ pGqn`1pRq and
ď
nPNˆ
pGsqnpRq “ G
spRq,
and similarly for pGs`qnpRq.
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3. GspRq and Gs`pRq are pro-groups (projective limits of finite-dimensional
groups), i.e.
G
spRq “ limÐÝ
nPN
pGsqnpRq and G
s
`pRq “ limÐÝ
nPN
pGs`qnpRq .
Proof. The second and the third statement are clear. It remains to show the first one.
Let g P GpRq and h P G`pRq. As vectors they are of the form g “ pr1, . . . , rs, . . . q,
ri P R
ˆ, i “ 1, . . . , s, and h “ p1, . . . , 1, hw, . . . q with hw arbitrary for |w| ě 2. Then
for g b h b g´1, according to (32), (33) and associativity, we have
pr1, . . . , rs, . . . qb p1, . . . , 1, hw, . . . qb pr
´1
1 , . . . , r
´1
s , . . . q “ pr1 ¨ r
´1
1 , . . . , rs ¨ r
´1
s , . . . q
“ p1, . . . , 1, h˜w, . . . q
with h˜w P R for |w| ě 2, which shows normality.
As Gs1pRq “ tpr1, . . . , rsq : ri P R
ˆ for i P rssu, the boxed convolution becomes
component-wise multiplication, and so the isomorphism with an s-dimensional torus,
is clear from Definition 6.1.
It follows from the definitions that Gs1pRq X G
s
`pRq “ t1GspRqu. For an arbitrary
f P GspRq, consider pr1pfq P G
s
1pRq and define ι1pppr1pfqq
´1q b f P Gs`pRq. We
obtain the factorisation
f “ ι1ppr1pfqqb pι1pppr1pfqq
´1qb fq,
i.e. Gs “ Gs1 b G
s
`, which proves the claim.
In the case of moments we have
Proposition 6.4. For every s P Nˆ and R P cAlgk, the following holds:
1. pMspRq,‘V q is an abelian group with neutral element 0 “ p0, 0, 0, 0, . . . q.
2. pGspRq,bV q is a group with neutral element 1 “ p1, 1, 1, 1, . . . q “ Zetas. For
s “ 1, it is abelian and for s ě 2, non-abelian.
3. The b-multiplication from the right with Zetas induces a natural isomorphism
of groups, such that
pMspRq,`q – pMspRq,‘V q and pG
spRq,bq – pGspRq,bV q.
Proof. This is a consequence of Propositions 5.5 and 5.6.
Definition 6.2. Let G be an algebraic group with identity eG. A finite sequence of
subgroups pGiq
n
i“0, which starts with G and ends with eG, i.e.
G “ G0 Ą G1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Gn “ teGu,
is called a subnormal series if each subgroup is normal in the preceding subgroup,
i.e. Gi`1 ⊳ Gi, for all i. It is called a normal series if every Gi is a normal
subgroup of G, i.e. Gi ⊳G, for all i.
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Definition 6.3. An algebraic group G is called solvable if it admits a subnormal
series
G Ą G1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Gn “ teGu,
such that for all i “ 1, . . . , n´1 the quotients Gi{Gi`1 are abelian groups. It is split
solvable if the factor groups are either Ga or Gm.
Remark 6.5. Split solvable algebraic groups are smooth and connected, cf. e.g. [22].
For fixed s, n, j P N, let pGs`qn,jpRq be the subset of power series with coefficients
aw, such that aw “ 0, for 2 ď |w| ď j ď n, and more generally, pG
s
`q8,jpRq those
series for which aw “ 0, for 2 ď |w| ď j.
Proposition 6.6. For k a field, let R P cAlgk and j “ 2, . . . , n. The pG
s
`qn,jpRq are
normal subgroups of pGs`qnpRq. Set G0pRq :“ pG
s
`qnpRq and GipRq :“ pG
s
`qn,i`1pRq,
for i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1. The GipRq form a split subnormal series, i.e. subsequent
quotients satisfy
GipRq{Gi`1pRq – G
si`1
a pRq for i “ 0, . . . , n´ 1. (34)
Proof. Let us show normality first. For any f P GspRq, we have
pf b f´1qw “
#
1k for |w| “ 1 ,
0k for |w| ě 2.
Let h P pGs`qn,jpRq and f P pG
s
`qnpRq. Then by (29), for 2 ď |w| ď j, we have
pf b hqw “ fw ¨ 1` 1 ¨ hwlomon
“0
`
ÿ
πPNCp|w|q
π‰0|w|,1|w|
fw,π ¨ hw,Kpπqloomoon
“0
“ fw,
as the coefficients in the last sum always involve words w1 of length 2 ď |w1| ď j´1,
and hence they are zero. Thererfore ppf b hqb f´1qw “ 0 for 1 ă |w| ď j and 1 for
|w| “ 1. This proves normality.
Next we shall determine the cosets. Let f, g P pGs`qn,jpRq. For |w| “ j ` 1 we have
pf b gqw “ fw ` gw “ pg b fqw, i.e. the corresponding coefficients are simply added.
Let f˜ P pGs`qn,jpRq be of the form: f˜w is arbitrary for |w| “ j`1 and 0 for |w| ě j`2.
The dimension of the space of these power series is sj`1.
Now we look at the equivalence class of such an f˜ . Chose f P pGsqn,j such that
fw “ f˜w for |w| “ j ` 1 but otherwise arbitrary for all |w| ě j ` 2. We show that
we can uniquely solve the equation
fw “ ph b f˜qw for |w| ě j ` 2,
i.e. we can find an h P pGs`qn,j`1pRq which satisfies the above identities. For
|w| “ j ` 1 we have hw “ 0, and for |w| “ j ` 2 we have
fw “ ph b f˜qw “ hw ` f˜wlomon
“0
`
ÿ
πPNCp|w|q
π‰0|w|,1|w|
hw,π ¨ f˜w,Kpπqloooooomoooooon
“0
“ hw,
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as the summands in the right hand sum are zero as hw,π is, and the other zero
contribution comes from the assumption on f˜ . Therefore, hw “ fw for |w| “ j ` 2.
Next we proceed inductively, by looking at words of length |w| ` 1. By abuse of
notion we write w ` 1.
fw`1 “ ph b f˜qw`1 “ hw`1 ` f˜w`1lomon
“0
`
ÿ
πPNCp|w|`1q
π‰0|w|`1,1|w|`1
hw`1,π ¨ f˜w`1,Kpπq,
but, by induction the expressions involved in hw`1,π ¨ f˜w`1,Kpπq are already deter-
mined, and so
hw`1 “ fw`1 ´
ÿ
πPNCp|w|`1q
π‰0|w|`1,1|w|`1
hw`1,π ¨ f˜w`1,Kpπq.
Therefore, the factor group GipRq{Gi`1pRq, i “ 0, . . . , n ´ 1, is isomorphic to the
si`1-dimensional additive group GapRq.
Corollary 6.7. For k a field, R P cAlgk and s, n P N, the groups G
s
npRq are split
solvable.
Proof. Let GpRq :“ pGsqnpRq, and consider the sequence G1pRq :“ pG
s
`qnpRq and
GipRq :“ pG
s
`qn,i`1pRq, i ě 1. From Propositions 6.3 and 6.6 we know that GipRq
defines a subnormal series with the quotients GipRq{Gi`1pRq being additive groups
for all i ě 1.
It remains to look at GpRq{G1pRq. By Proposition 6.3 we have GpRq{G1pRq “
GsmpRq, as claimed.
Alternatively, we can investigate the properties of the groups under consideration
as follows. For x, y being elements of a group G, let rx, ys :“ xyx´1y´1 be the
corresponding commutator, and for two subgroups A,B Ď G, denote by rA,Bs
the subgroup of G generated by all ra, bs, a P A, b P B.
Definition 6.4. Let G be a group. The derived series pDipGqqiPN is the inductively
defined sequence of iterated commutators:
D0pGq :“ G, Di`1pGq :“ rDipGq, DipGqs, i P N.
Equivalently, a group G is solvable, cf. Definition 6.3, if the derived series terminates
in the neutral element eG. It is known, cf. e.g. [11, 22] that if G is an algebraic
group, then D1pGq “ rG,Gs is a closed normal subgroup of G, and connected if G
is. Further, these properties hold true, as can be shown by induction, for all DipGq.
Now, a direct calculation gives
D1pGsq “ rGs,Gss “ Gs`, (35)
which yields another proof of the first statement in Proposition 6.3.
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Example 6.1.
Consider the alphabet ta, bu, i.e. the situation for s “ 2. For f, g P Gs`, we have the
infinite strings
f “ 1, 1, faa, fab, fba, fbb, ¨ ¨ ¨
f´1 “ 1, 1, ´faa, ´fab, ´fba, ´fbb, ¨ ¨ ¨
g “ 1, 1, gaa, gab, gba, gbb, ¨ ¨ ¨
g´1 “ 1, 1, ´gaa, ´gab, ´gba, ´gbb, ¨ ¨ ¨
For the commutator rf, gs “ f b gb f´1 b g´1, we obtain by noticing that rf, gsij “
fij ` gij ´ fij ´ gij “ 0, for i, j P ta, bu:
rf, gs “ 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, rf, gsaaa, . . .
i.e.
rG2`,G
2
`s “ pG
2
`q8,2,
which also holds for s ě 3.
6.2 The co-ordinate algebra
All the previous functors are, as we have seen, group valued. More precisely, they
define pro-algebraic groups. In this section we assume, for simplicity, k to be a field.
Proposition 6.8. For n, s P Nˆ let N “ Npn, sq :“ s
n`1´1
s´1
“ #rssn`, be the number
of non-empty words of length ď n, over the alphabet rss. We have
1. Msnpkq corresponds to the affine algebraic variety A
Npkq, with co-ordinate ring
krX1, . . . , XN s.
2. Gsnpkq is isomorphic to a quasi affine variety, given as the cartesian product
of principal open sets
DpX1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDpXsq ˆ A
N´s.
It is isomorphic to the affine algebraic variety
k2{xX1Y ´ 1y ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ k
2{xXsY ´ 1y ˆ k
N´s,
with co-ordinate ring isomorphic to
krX˘11 , . . .X
˘1
s , Xs`1, . . . , XN s.
3. pGs`qnpkq is isomorphic to an affine variety in A
Npkq, given as the zero set of
the ideal xX1 ´ 1, . . . , Xs ´ 1yq. Its co-ordinate ring is
krX1, . . . , Xs, . . . , XN s
xX1 ´ 1, . . . , Xs ´ 1y
– krX¯w | 2 ď |w| ď ns.
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Proof. We use the natural embeddings
G
s
npkq ãÑ A
N pkq,
etc., which are well defined up to permutations of the co-ordinates.
1. The first claim is clear.
2. The principal open set DpXq Ă A1 is isomorphic to the algebraic variety
krX, Y s{xXY´1y, from which the first part of the claim follows. For krX, Y s{xXY´
1y, consider kpXq, the field of fractions of krXs and its subalgebra krXsX ,
which is the localisation at X . It is isomorphic to the algebra of Laurent
polynomials krX,X´1s in the commuting variables X and X´1, which sat-
isfy XX´1 “ 1. The surjective k-algebra homomorphism h : krX, Y s Ñ
krX,X´1s, defined by
X ÞÑ X, Y ÞÑ X´1,
induces the isomorphism
krX, Y s{ xXY ´ 1yloooomoooon
“kerphq
Ñ krX,X´1s.
From this we get, by using repeatedly krV1 ˆ V2s – krV1s b krV2s for V1 Ă A
m
and V1 Ă A
n being algebraic sets,
krX1, Y s{xX1Y ´ 1y ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ krXs, Y s{xXsY ´ 1y – krX1, X
´1
1 , . . . , Xs, X
´1
s s.
3. In krXs{xX´1y, let X¯ denote the equivalence class of X . We have X¯ “ 1¯. For
krXw|1 ď |w| ď ns we get by dividing by the prime ideal xX1´1, . . . , Xs´1y :
Xw ÞÑ
#
1¯ if |w| “ 1 ,
X¯w otherwise,
which proves the last claim.
Let us first determine the Hopf algebra structure on the co-ordinate ring of pMsqnpRq,
as discussed in Section 2.1. It is enough to look at the generatorsXw and then extend
it to the rest algebraically.
The k-algebra structure on RrXw : 1 ď |w| ď ns is given as follows: for f, g P
pMsqnpRq, we have:
• the unit: η : R Ñ RrXw : 1 ď |w| ď ns with R being mapped onto the
polynomials of degree zero, and with 1R as unit element,
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• R-linear combinations paXw ` bXw1qpfq :“ aXwpfq ` bXw1pfq, for a, b P R,
• the commutative product pXw ¨Xw1qpfq :“ Xwpfq ¨Xw1pfq.
For the co-algebra structure we have:
• co-product: ∆pXwq “ Xw b 1` 1bXw, as ∆Xwpf, gq :“ Xwpf ` gq,
• co-unit: εpXwq “ 0R, as εpXwq :“ Xwp0pMsqnpRqq,
• co-inverse (antipode): SpXwq “ ´Xw, as SpXwqpfq :“ Xwp´fq.
Remark 6.9. The above co-product is co-commutative and furthermore all the el-
ements Xw are primitive.
Proposition 6.10. For all s, n P Nˆ, ppMsqn,`q is naturally isomorphic to the
additive group GNa in N “ Npn, sq “ #rss
n
`-variables. By taking inverse limits, we
obtain:
ppMsqn,`q
limÐÝ

„ // GNa
limÐÝ

pMs,`q „ // G8a
Let us determine now the Hopf algebra structure on
krX˘11 , . . .X
˘1
s , Xs`1, . . . , XN s
which by Proposition 6.8 is the co-ordinate algebra of pGsqnpRq. It is enough to
look at the generators Xw, 1 ď |w| ď n, and to take additionally the relations for
Laurent polynomials into account. In particular we have
X´1i pfq “ Xipfq
´1 for i “ 1, . . . , s.
So, the k-algebra structure is essentially the same as above, however, the co-algebra
structure is different.
We have:
• for the co-product: ∆Xwpf, gq :“ Xwpfbgq, which according to (29) translates
into
∆Xw “
ÿ
πPNCp|w|q
Xw,π bXw,Kpπq , (36)
where Xw,π and Xw,Kpπq are as in Definition 5.3.
• For the co-unit: εpXwq :“ Xwp1pGsqnq we get, according to Proposition 6.1,
εpXwq “
#
1 for w “ piq, i P t1, . . . , su,
0 for |w| ě 2.
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This defines the structure of a bi-algebra on RrXw|1 ď |w| ď ns.
Remark 6.11. The elements Xi, i P t1, . . . su, are group-like, i.e. they satisfy
∆pXiq “ Xi bXi and εpXiq “ 1 . (37)
Example 6.2.
Let us list the co-product for the co-ordinate functions Xw corresponding to the
words w “ pi1q, pi1i2q, pi1i2i3q and pi1i2i3i4q with ij P rss for j “ 1, 2, 3, 4. We have
for
|w| “ 1:
∆pXi1q “ Xi1 bXi1
|w| “ 2:
∆pXi1i2q “ Xi1i2 bXi1Xi2 `Xi1Xi2 bXi1i2
|w| “ 3:
∆pXi1i2i3q “ Xi1i2i3 bXi1Xi2Xi3 `Xi1Xi2i3 bXi1i3Xi2
`Xi1i2Xi3 bXi1Xi2i3 `Xi1i3Xi2 bXi1i2Xi3
`Xi1Xi2Xi3 bXi1i2i3
|w| “ 4:
∆pXi1i2i3i4q “ Xi1i2i3i4 bXi1Xi2Xi3Xi4 `Xi1Xi2Xi3Xi4 bXi1i2i3i4
`Xi1Xi2i3i4 bXi1i4Xi2Xi3 `Xi1i3i4Xi2 bXi1i2Xi3Xi4
`Xi1i2i4Xi3 bXi1Xi2i3Xi4 `Xi1i2i3Xi4 bXi1Xi2Xi3i4
`Xi1i2Xi3i4 bXi1Xi3Xi2i4 `Xi1i4Xi2i3 bXi1i3Xi2Xi4
`Xi1Xi2Xi3i4 bXi1i2i4Xi3 `Xi1Xi2i3Xi4 bXi1i3i4Xi2
`Xi1i2Xi3Xi4 bXi1Xi2i3i4 `Xi1Xi2i4Xi3 bXi1i4Xi2i3
`Xi1i4Xi2Xi3 bXi1i2i3Xi4 `Xi1i3Xi2Xi3 bXi1i2Xi3i4
Example 6.3.
Let us check the relation pidbεq∆ “ id “ pεb idq∆, explicitly. For |w| ě 2 we have:
εb idp∆pXwqq “ εb id
˜
Xw bXi1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xi|w| `Xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xi|w| bXw `
ÿ
π‰0,1
Xw,π bXw,Kpπq
¸
“ εpXwqlomon
“0
bpXi1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xi|w|q ` εpXi1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xi|w|q bXw `
ÿ
π‰0,1
εpXw,πqloomoon
“0
bXw,Kpπq
“ εpXi1qlomon
“1
¨ ¨ ¨ εpXi|w|qloomoon
“1
bXw – Xw “ idpXwq,
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and similarly for idb εp∆pXwqq.
In order to have a Hopf algebra and not only a bi-algebra, we need a co-inverse, i.e.
we require that
SpXwqpfq “ Xwpf
´1q. (38)
By using Definition 5.4, we can calculate it recursively. From Proposition 6.8 and
the relation SpXiqpfq “ Xipf
´1q “ pXipfqq
´1, we get
SpXiq “ X
´1
i , (39)
which satisfies X´1i Xi “ 1R “ XiX
´1
i .
For |w| “ 2, we obtain by a direct calculation, using (39) and the definition of the
boxed convolution
SpXi1i2q “ ´X
´1
i1
X´1i2 ¨Xi1i2 ¨X
´1
i1
X´1i2 “ ´X
´1
i1
X´1i2 ¨Xi1i2 ¨ SpXi1Xi2q.
Proposition 6.12 (Antipode of the boxed convolution). Let w “ pi1 . . . inq P rss
˚
with n ě 2. The antipode corresponding to the boxed convolution b, is given by the
recursive relation
SpXwq “ SpXpi1...inqq “ ´pX
´1
i1
¨ ¨ ¨X´1in q ¨
ÿ
πPNCp|w|q
π‰0|w|
Xw,π ¨ SpXw,Kpπqq. (40)
In the case of the groups pGs`qn we have to take instead of Xi, i “ 1, . . . , s, its
equivalence class X¯i, which according to Proposition 6.8 amounts to dividing the
previous identities by the ideal xX1 ´ 1, . . .Xs ´ 1y.
Relation (25) becomes then X¯w,π “
ś
VjPπ
X¯w|Vj , and the definition of the co-
product (36) remains the same modulo the above replacement, i.e. Xi ÞÑ X¯i “ 1¯.
Example 6.4.
For |w| “ 2, we have
∆pX¯i1i2q “ ∆pXi1i2q “ X¯i1i2 b 1` 1b X¯i1i2,
and for |w| “ 3
∆pX¯i1i2i3q “ ∆pXi1i2i3q “ X¯i1i2i3 b 1` 1b X¯i1i2i3
`X¯i2i3 b X¯i1i3 ` X¯i1i2 b X¯i2i3 ` X¯i1i3 b X¯i1i2,
where ∆pXwq denotes the equivalence class of ∆pXwq.
Remark 6.13. For |w| “ 2, the elements X¯w are primitive, i.e. they satisfy
∆ “ X¯w b 1` 1b X¯w and εpX¯wq “ 0.
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Definition 6.5. A Hopf algebra A is co-connected if there exists an ascending
filtration A0 Ď A1 Ď A2 Ď . . . of A by subspaces Aj, j P N, such that
A0 “ k,
8ď
j“0
Aj “ A and ∆pAnq Ď
nÿ
j“0
Aj b An´j, for all n ě 0.
Let us assign to Xw and X¯w, respectively, the homogeneous weight |w| ´ 1, for
|w| ě 1, and to the constant function 1, weight zero. As next we shall define the
following families of subspaces: for A :“ krX˘11 , . . . , X
˘1
s , Xw : |w| ě 2s, and j P N,
let
Cjpkq :“ spanktXw1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xwn | |w1| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |wn| ´ n ď ju Ă A,
be the k-linear span of monomials of total degree at most j, and similarly for A˜ :“
krXw : |w| ě 2s
C˜jpkq :“ spanktX¯w1 ¨ ¨ ¨ X¯wn | |w1| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |wn| ´ n ď ju Ă A˜.
By Remark 6.11 we then have
C0pkq “ spanktX
˘1
i1
¨ ¨ ¨X˘1in | il P rss, l P Nu “ spanktgroup-like elements in Au,
and C˜0pkq “ k. In both cases we obtain a strictly ascending filtration by the non-
negative integer numbers, and with the corresponding unions being equal to the
algebras A and A˜, respectively.
Proposition 6.14. The following holds:
• the Hopf algebra defined on krX˘11 , . . . , X
˘1
s , Xw : |w| ě 2s is N-filtered, with
C0pkq being equal to the k-linear span of the group-like elements.
• The Hopf algebra defined on krX¯w : |w| ě 2s is co-connected.
Proof. The following properties remain to be shown:
ForXw1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xwp P Cmpkq andXw˜1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xw˜q P Cnpkq, we haveXw1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xwp¨X¯w˜1 ¨ ¨ ¨ X¯w˜q P
Cm`npkq and therefore Cmpkq ¨ Cnpkq Ă Cm`npkq, and the same holds true for A˜.
Let us show now the third property in Definition 6.5. For n :“ |w|´1, the weighted
degree of X¯w,π of a partition π P NCp|w|q is
wdegpX¯w,πq “ |w| ´ |π| “: j,
and for the Kreweras complement, using relation (13): |π| ` |Kpπq| “ |w| ` 1,
wdegpX¯w,Kpπqq “ |w| ´ |Kpπq| “ |π| ´ 1 “ n ´ j.
So, the total weighted degree wdegpX¯w,πq ` wdegpX¯w,Kpπqq is equal to |w| ´ 1 “ n,
and the same property is satisfied in A.
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By taking projective limits we obtain
Theorem 6.15. Let s P Nˆ and R P cAlgk. The following functors define affine
group schemes, such that:
• Gs is represented by
krX˘11 , . . . , X
˘1
s , Xw : |w| ě 2s; (41)
which is filtered but not connected.
• pGsq1 is represented by
krX1, X
´1
1 , . . . , Xs, X
´1
s s,
and it consists of group-like elements.
• Gs` is represented by the co-connected Hopf algebra
krX¯w : |w| ě 2s. (42)
For s “ 1, it is co-commutative but not for s ě 2.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, there is a correspondence between subgroups and Hopf
subalgebras. Therefore, the subgroup in Gs corresponding to the augmentation ideal
kerpεq “ krXw : |w| ě 2s is exactly the normal subgroup G
s
`, and the characters of
G
s are exactly the group-like elements, i.e. krX˘11 , . . . , X
˘1
s s.
6.3 Formal group laws and Lie algebra associated to freeness
We have krX¯w : |w| ě 2s Ă krrX¯w : |w| ě 2ss. By abuse of notation, we shall also
write Y¯w :“ 1b X¯w and X¯w “ X¯w b 1.
Proposition 6.16 (Associated formal group law). Let s P Nˆ, w P rss˚` and R P
cAlgk. The infinite-dimensional formal group law
FGs` :“ pFwpX, Y qq|w|ě2, (43)
corresponding to pGs`pRq,bq, is given by
FwpX, Y q “ X¯w b 1` 1b X¯w `
ÿ
πPNCp|w|q
π‰0|w|,1|w|
X¯w,π b X¯w,Kpπq
“ X¯w ` Y¯w moddegp2q.
For s “ 1, it is commutative and for s ě 2, non-commutative.
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Proof. The form of the group law follows directly from the general correspondence
between smooth formal groups and the group law its co-product induces, cf. Sec-
tion 2.1.
The statement about commutativity follows from Lemma 6.17 and Theorem 2.2.
Let us now determine the Lie algebra corresponding to the formal group law (43).
In (26) we assigned to Xw,π a monomial of degree |π|. Here, we have to modify it,
as we work with the equivalence classes X¯w. For a partition π “ pV1, . . . Vrq, we let
degpX¯w,πq :“
#
r if |Vi| ě 2, for all i “ 1, . . . , r,
r ´#tblocks Vi with |Vi| “ 1u, otherwise.
(44)
Lemma 6.17. For s ě 2 and |w| ě 3, the bilinear form BwpX, Y q associated
to FwpX, Y q in (43), is in general not symmetric, and BGs` “ pBwq|w|ě2 is never
symmetric. For s “ 1, Bw is symmetric for all |w| ě 1, and therefore also BG1`.
Proof. The bilinear form BwpX, Y q would be symmetric if
X¯w,π b X¯w,Kpπq “ X¯w,Kpπq b X¯w,K2pπq (45)
were to hold. For s ě 2 and |w| ě 3, this is not so by Proposition 5.10, but it is
true for s “ 1 and |w| ě 1.
Next, let us show that the vector of bilinear forms BGs` is neither zero nor symmetric.
An expression X¯w,π b X¯w,Kpπq gives a monomial of degree two if X¯w,π and X¯w,Kpπq
are of degree one.
As in the proof of Proposition 5.10, consider for |w| ě 3, the partition π0 :“
pp1q, p2, . . . , |w|qq. ThenKpπ0q “ pp1, |w|q, p2q, . . . p|w|´1qq andK
2pπ0q “ pp1, 2, . . . , |w|´
1q, |w|q. Hence
degpX¯w,π0 b X¯w,Kpπ0qq “ 2 and degpX¯w,Kpπ0q b X¯w,K2pπ0qq “ 2.
Therefore,
BwpX, Y q “ X¯w,π0 b X¯w,Kpπ0q ` X¯w,Kpπ0q b X¯w,K2pπ0q ` other quadratic terms,
is not zero. In general, it is also not symmetric, as we show next.
As in the proof of Proposition 5.10, consider a word of the form w1 :“ ab . . . b, if
|w| is odd, and w2 :“ ab . . . a if w is even, and then X¯wi,π0 ‰ X¯wi,K2pπ0q, i “ 1, 2.
Therefore, the corresponding bilinear form Bwi is not symmetric, and hence neither
is BGs` .
Finally, it follows from the above that BG1` is non-zero and symmetric.
Example 6.5.
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Let us give the bilinear form for |w| ď 4, explicitly. For
|w| “ 2:
Bi1i2pX, Y q “ 0 .
|w| “ 3:
Bi1i2i3pX, Y q “ X¯i2i3 b Y¯i1i3 ` X¯i1i2 b Y¯i2i3 ` X¯i1i3 b Y¯i1i2
|w| “ 4:
Bi1i2i3i4pX, Y q “ X¯i2i3i4 b Y¯i1i4 ` X¯i1i3i4 b Y¯i1i2 `Xi1i2i4 b Y¯i2i3 ` X¯i1i2i3 b Y¯i3i4
`X¯i3i4 b Y¯i1i2i4 ` X¯i2i3 b Y¯i1i3i4 ` X¯i1i2 b Y¯i2i3i4 ` X¯i1i4 b Y¯i1i2i3
Theorem 6.18. For a Q-algebra R, the additive group GNa pRq and the group pG
1
`pRq,bq
are isomorphic. For s ě 2, pGs`,bq and G
N
a are not isomorphic (as the first group
is not commutative).
Proof. This follows from Lemma 6.17 and Theorem 2.2.
Remark 6.19. • This answers a major question in Free Probability, which had
been open since the late 1980s, cf. [18, 16, 17]. The present proof is more
conceptual than the one we gave in [6].
• The concrete form of the isomorphism will be given in Theorem 7.8.
6.4 Faithful representations and the general S-transform
Here we generalise the S-transform to arbitrary dimensions. In this section we
assume k to be a field.
Proposition 6.20. For s, n P N, the groups ppGsqn,bq are faithfully representable
as closed subgroups of some GLN , N “ Npn, sq. To every G
s corresponds a faithful
family of finite-dimensional representations.
Proof. By Theorem 6.15, the above are affine algebraic group schemes. As they can
be linearised, cf. [22], Theorem 3.4, the first part of the claim follows.
The second part can be shown as follows. By Proposition 6.3 we have Gs “
limÐÝnPNpG
sqn, i.e. it is an inverse limit of algebraic groups (i.e. of finitely gener-
ated k-algebras). So, for every n P N, we can choose a faithful finite-dimensional
representation of pGsqn, which in turn can be regarded as a not-necessarily faithful
representation of Gs itself. However, the whole family consists of faithful items.
Let us now introduce the types of matrices we shall need.
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The set of diagonal matrices
Tn “ tdiagpt1, . . . , tnq | ti P k
ˆu,
in GLnpkq is called the torus, and the set of invertible upper-triangular matrices
Bnpkq :“ tpaijqi,j P GLnpkq |aij “ 0 for i ą ju,
the Borel subgroups.
Let
B8pkq :“ limÐÝ
nPN
Bnpkq and U8pkq :“ limÐÝ
nPN
Unpkq,
denote the respective projective limits, which are infinite-dimensional upper-triangular
matrices. Nevertheless, matrix multiplication is well-defined, as for every entry only
finitely many operations are involved when calculated.
Definition 6.6. Let A be a square matrix A and E the unit matrix. A is called
unipotent if A ´ E is nilpotent, i.e. there exists an integer n ě 1 such that
pA´ Eqn “ 0.
An element r in a ring R with unit 1R, is called unipotent, if pr ´ 1Rq is nilpotent,
i.e. Dn ě 1, pr ´ 1Rq
n “ 0R.
Definition 6.7. An affine group scheme G is called unipotent if every non-zero
linear representation of G has a non-trivial fixed vector, i.e. there exists a non-zero
v P V such that ρpvq “ v b 1, in the associated krGs-comodule.
More generally we have
Definition 6.8. An affine group scheme G is triangulable / trigonalisable if
every non-zero linear representation of G has a one-dimensional invariant subspace,
i.e. in the associated comodule pV, ρq there exists a non-zero v P V such that ρpvq “
v b a, for some a P krGs.
The upper-triangular matrices with constant diagonal 1 are unipotent
Unpkq :“
¨
˚˚˚
˝
1 ˚ . . . ˚
0 1
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . ˚
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1
˛
‹‹‹‚
with ˚ denoting arbitrary entries from k. In particular, the group Gnapkq is unipotent
as it is represented by ¨
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
1 x1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ xn
0 1 0 . . . 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1 0
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‚
with xi P k, i “ 1, . . . , n.
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Proposition 6.21. Let s, n P N and k be a field. For all n ě 1,
• the algebraic groups pGs`qnpkq are unipotent and G
s
`pkq is pro-unipotent,
• the algebraic groups pGsqnpkq and its inverse limit G
spkq, are trigonalisable.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 6.14 that for every n P Nˆ, the co-ordinate algebra
krpGs`qnpkqs is co-connected. Therefore, by [22], Theorem 8.3, the first claim follows.
Equivalently, by Proposition 6.6 every pGsqnpkq admits a split subnormal series with
the respective quotients being isomorphic to Gapkq. Then by [15], Corollary 2.13,
the statement follows.
The second claim follows from the second statement in Proposition 6.14, which is
equivalent to the existence of a closed embedding of pGsqnpkq as a subgroup of some
BN pkq, N “ Nps, nq, cf. [22], p. 72.
Alternatively, if we assume k also to be algebraically closed, the statement can be de-
duced from the Lie-Kolchin Triangularisation Theorem, cf. [22], Theorem 10.2,
as by Corollary 6.7, the affine algebraic groups pGsqnpkq are solvable and by [22],
Theorem 3.4 linearisable.
The above proofs assumed algebraic groups. However, the statements about inverse
limits of unipotent and trigonalisable groups being unipotent and trigonalisable,
resepctively, follow from Definitions 6.7 and 6.8, respectively.
Theorem 6.22. Let k be a field, s, n P Nˆ and N “ Npn, sq a positive integer.
There exist faithful finite-dimensional representations ρn, for
• ppGsqnpkq,bq as closed subgroups of the Borel groups BNpkq,
• ppGs`qnpkq,bq as closed subgroups of the unipotent groups UNpkq,
• ppGsq1pkq,bq as a group of multiplicative type Tspkq.
Note that ρn is a natural transformation, so that we should indicate the dependence
on the field k, e.g. as ρnpkq, which we omitted here.
Proof. All of the above groups are by Proposition 6.8 algebraic. Therefore, both,
the first and second statement follow from from Proposition 6.21, and the third is
clear from the definitions.
Remark 6.23. Let us note that in characteristic 0, the Lie algebra of an unipotent
algebraic group is nilpotent.
Definition 6.9 (S-transform). Let k be a field. A minimal faithful representation,up
to isomorphism,
ρ : pGspkq,bq Ñ B8pkq,
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is called the s-dimensional S-transform.
If pA, φq is a non-commutative k-probability space and a “ pa1, . . . , asq P A
s, then
the S-transform of a is defined as
Spaq :“ ρpRpaqq. (46)
We have
Theorem 6.24. Let pA, φq be a non-commutative k-probability space over a field
k, and a “ pa1, . . . , asq, b “ pb1, . . . , bsq P A
s such that the sets ta1, . . . , asu and
tb1, . . . , bsu are combinatorially free. The S-transform is a faithful morphism
S : As Ñ limÐÝ
N
BN pkq,
which satisfies
Spa ‹ bq “ Spaq ¨ Spbq. (47)
Proof. By Proposition 6.21, the S-transform exists and is well-defined, up to iso-
morphism. So, the identity (47) follows from the definitions and Proposition 5.4,
as:
Spa ‹ bq “ ρpRpa ‹ bqq “ ρpRpaqbRpbqq “ ρpRpaqq ¨ ρpRpbqq “ Spaq ¨ Spbq.
Remark 6.25. The main benefit of having the general S-transform is that we can
linearise our problems by studying linear groups, i.e. matrices. However, concrete
representations involve arbitrary choices, e.g. for vector bases.
In particular, all linear representations can be derived from the regular representa-
tion.
Also, it is clear from Proposition 6.4 that equivalent statements can be made in
terms of the moment series.
7 Generalised one-dimensional free harmonic anal-
ysis
Historically, the one-dimensional case played a central role in free-probability theory,
in particular in what is called “free harmonic analysis”. Here we shall re-examine it
in the light of our results.
For s “ 1, the following simplifications occur as compared to the higher dimensional
case:
Rxxz1, . . . zsyy Ñ Rrrzss
non-commutative Ñ commutative
w P rss˚ Ñ |w| P N
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In particular the functors G1,G1` : cAlgk Ñ Set, have corresponding distributions
R ÞÑ Homk,1pkrzs, Rq, such that
G
1pRq – tµ : krzs Ñ R | µpzq ‰ 0, µp1kq “ 1Ru,
G
1
`pRq – tµ : krzs Ñ R | µpzq “ 1, µp1kq “ 1Ru.
Next, let us determine the changes for the boxed convolution. For |w| ě 1, two series
fpzq “
ř8
j“1 αjz
j and gpzq “
ř8
j“1 βjz
j , and a partition π “ tV1, . . . , Vpu P NCp|w|q,
with Kreweras complement Kpπq “ tW1, . . . ,Wqu, the operators Xw,π and Xw,Kpπq,
as in (25), become
Xπpfq “ α|V1| ¨ ¨ ¨α|Vp| ,
XKpπqpfq “ β|W1| ¨ ¨ ¨β|Wq| ,
and therefore the operation b, as defined in (29), specialises to
X|w|pf b gq “
ÿ
πPNCp|w|q
Xπpfq bXKpπq “
ÿ
πPNCp|w|q
π“tV1,...Vpu
Kpπq“tW1,...Wqu
α|V1| ¨ ¨ ¨α|Vp|β|W |1 ¨ ¨ ¨β|W |q ,
(48)
with the product on the right being evaluated in the ring R.
Recall, that OR :“ Rrrzss is the ring of formal power series with R-coefficients,
and AutpORq denotes its group of automorphisms, with the group operation given
by composition of power series. Finally, Aut`pORq is the subgroup consisting of
automorphisms with first derivative equal to one.
For R P cAlgk, the units of the ring or formal power series Rrrzss are given by
Rrrzssˆ “ Rˆp1` zRrrzssq,
and as rings we have ΛpRq Ĺ Rrrzssˆ. Further, it follows that
pM1pRq,`q – pzRrrzss,`q – GNa pRq.
Lemma 7.1. The following are equal as sets:
G
1pRq “ AutpORq,
G
1
`pRq “ Aut`pORq,
but the corresponding groups are not isomorphic, i.e.
pG1pRq,bq fl pAutpORq, ˝q,
pG1`pRq,bq fl pAut`pORq, ˝q.
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Proof. The statements about the sets follow directly from the definitions. Those
about the groups follow from the fact that the first group is abelian and the second
non-abelian. Therefore they can not be isomorphic.
To every f P G1pRq corresponds a formal power series of the form
fpzq “ a1z ` a2z
2 ` a3z
3 ` . . . a1 P R
ˆ,
and therefore it has an inverse f´1pzq with respect to composition of power series,
which can be obtained from the co-inverse of the Faa` di Bruno Hopf algebra, cf. (8).
Definition 7.1. Let pAk, φq be a non-commutative R ´ k-probability space. For
every R P cAlgk, the F-transform is a morphism
FR : G
1pRq Ñ Rrrzssˆ,
such that for f P G1pRq it is given by
FRpfq :“
1
z
f´1pzq, (49)
and for a P Ak, with φpaq P R
ˆ, by
FRpaq :“
1
z
R
´1
a pzq, (50)
where R´1a pzq is the compositional inverse.
The following two statements can be deduced from the original theorems by Nica
and Speicher, cf. [17, 18].
Proposition 7.2. Let us denote by ‚rrzssˆ the functor R ÞÑ Rrrzssˆ. The F-
transform is a natural isomorphism from G1 to ‚rrzssˆ, i.e. every FR is an isomor-
phism of abelian groups, such that
`
G
1
`pRq,b
˘
incl.

FR
„ // pΛpRq, ¨q
incl.

pG1pRq,bq
FR
„ // pRrrzssˆ, ¨q
commutes, where incl. is the natural inclusion morphism.
Proposition 7.3. Let pA, φq be a non-commutative R ´ k-probability space and
consider random variables a, b P A which are combinatorially free, with φpaq, φpbq P
Rˆ. The FR-transform of a ¨ b satisfies:
FRpa ¨ bq “ FRpaq ¨ FRpbq .
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We know from Section 2.2 and Theorem 6.15, that Λ is represented by the Hopf
algebra Symm and G1` by krX¯|w| : |w| ě 2s, respectively.
As for every R P cAlgk, the map FR is an isomorphism of abelian groups, it induces
by Yoneda’s Lemma a morphism of Hopf algebras.
For krX¯˚s :“ krX¯2, X¯3, X¯4, . . . s and krh˚s :“ krh1, h2, h3, . . . s, we have the following
isomorphisms
HomcAlgpkrX¯˚s, krX¯˚sq // G
1
`pkrX¯˚sq
FkpkrX¯˚sq

HomcAlgpkrh˚s, krX¯˚sq // ΛpkrX¯˚sq
The universal element is z `
ř8
j“2 X¯jz
j , and therefore we obtain by looking at
FpkrX¯˚sqpz `
ř8
j“2 X¯jz
jq, the expression for the Hopf algebra isomorphism.
Proposition 7.4. The co-ordinate change between the Hopf algebra krX¯|w| : |w| ě 2s
and Symmk is given by
hn ÞÑ SFdBpX¯n`1q, (51)
where SFdB is the co-inverse of the Faa` di Bruno Hopf algebra (8).
For the first four co-ordinates they are given as:
h1 “ X¯2,
h2 “ 2X¯
2
1 ´ X¯2,
h3 “ 5X¯
3
1 ´ 5X¯1X¯2 ` X¯3,
h4 “ 14X¯
4
1 ´ 21X¯
2
1X¯2 ` 6X¯1X¯3 ` 3X¯
2
2 ´ X¯4.
Let us now look at the object which motivated much of the present work.
Definition 7.2. Let pAk, φq be a non-commutative R ´ k-probability space. For
every R P cAlgk, the SV -transform defines a map
SV : G
1pRq Ñ Rrrzssˆ,
which for f P G1pRq is given by
SV pfq :“
1` z
z
f´1pzq, (52)
and for a P Ak, such that φpaq P R
ˆ, by
SV paq :“
1` z
z
M
´1
a pzq, (53)
where M´1a pzq is the compositional inverse.
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Note, that in the above definition we should write pSV qR in order to indicate the
dependence on the ring R, as we are dealing with natural transformations.
The following statements can be deduced from Voiculescu’s original theorems, cf. [20,
21].
Proposition 7.5. The SV -transform defines a natural isomorphism, i.e. for ev-
ery R P cAlgk, and the abelian groups ppRrrzssq
ˆ, ¨q, pΛpRq, ¨q, pG1pRq,bV q and
pG1`pRq,bV q, the diagram
pG1`pRq,bV q SV
„ //
incl.

pΛpRq, ¨q
incl.

pG1pRq,bV q
SV
„ // ppRrrzssqˆ, ¨q
commutes. For f, g P G1pRq, we have
SV pf bV gq “ SV pfq ¨ SV pgq.
Proposition 7.6. Let pA, φq be a non-commutative R ´ k-probability space and
consider random variables a, b P A which are combinatorially free, with φpaq, φpbq P
Rˆ. The SV -transform of a ¨ b satisfies:
SV pa ¨ bq “ SV paq ¨ SV pbq.
Corollary 7.7. Let pA, φq be a non-commutative R ´ k-probability space, and let
A1 :“ φ
´1p1q. For every a P A1R , the diagram
pA1, φq
R
yysss
ss
ss
ss
s
M
%%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
pG1`,bq
F %%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
bZeta1 // pG1`,bV q
SVyyrrr
rr
rr
rr
r
pΛ, ¨q
commutes, with the transformations as defined in (11), (16), (49) and (53). In
particular, the relation
R
´1
a pzq “ p1` zq ¨M
´1
a pzq
holds.
In the one-dimensional case, as in classical probability theory, the boxed convolution
bV can be linearised, as has been proved earlier in [6].
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Theorem 7.8. For any Q-algebra R, the following natural isomorphisms of abelian
groups hold, such that
pG1`pRq,bq
bZeta1 //
F ''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
pG1`pRq,bV q
SVww♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
pΛpRq, ¨q
d
dz
log

pRrrzss,`q
pM1pRq,`q
bZeta1 //
EXP
OO
id
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
pM1pRq,‘V q
RV
hhPPPPPPPPPPPP
EXPV
OO
commutes, with the maps:
• RV : Voiculescu’s RV -transform for moments, given by
RV p´q :“ ´b Moeb1,
and which satisfies RV “ Rp´qb Zeta1.
• the ‘Logarithm’ for cumulants
LOGp´q :“
d
dz
logpFp´qq,
with inverse morphism EXP :“ LOG´1,
• the ‘Exponential’ morphism for moments
EXPV “ EXPp´b Zeta1qb Moeb1,
with its inverse morphism LOGV :“ EXP
´1
V ,
as shown in the diagram above.
Corollary 7.9. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, pA, φq a non-commutative
R ´ k-probability space, and a, b P A, combinatorially free random variables with
distributions µa and µb, respectively. The morphism EXPV satisfies the “character-
istic properties” of an exponential function:
• EXPV pµ0Aq “ µ1A “ Zeta1,
• EXPV pµa ‘V µbq “ EXPV pµaqbV EXPV pµbq.
If additionally we have: φpaq “ φpbq “ 1R (and by freeness φpabq “ 1R), then the
equality
µab “ EXPV pLOGV pµaq‘V LOGV pµbqq
holds.
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Corollary 7.10. Let k and pA, φq be as above, and a P A, such that φpaq “ 1R.
There exists an isomorphism of additive groups
Spaq –
d
dz
logpSV paqq.
If we assume the natural isomorphism between Rrrzss and RN, and denote by ENpkq
the infinite unit matrix with k-coefficients, then the matrix Spaq has the form:
Spaq “
ˆ
1 d{dzplogpSV paqqq
0 ENpkq
˙
.
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